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LVHHN Reviews This Year•s Accomplishments
LEIDGH VALLEY HOSPITAL AND HEALTH

of service: Sam Bub, M.D.,Joseph Candia, M.D., David
Kepler and Rev. Dr. Grant Harrity.

NETWORK INTRODUCED THE FIRST
WOMAN TO CHAIR ITS BOARD OF TRUSTEES

IN THIS ISSUE

In reviewing some of the past year's accomplislunents,

and reviewed the organization's accomplislunents this

Greenberg highlighted the board's approval of the latest

year in conununity health and medical advancements at

stage of a multi-phase functional plan, the $52 million

its annual meeting on Dec. 4.

East Building to be constructed at the Cedar Crest site.

Kathryn Taylor, who has

Crest & I-78location and allow the development of 17th

1993, replaces Irwin

& Chew as a conununity-based medical complex to serve

Greenberg as chair.

the needs of residents in the surrounding neighborhoods.

Greenberg, who will

The management team was further strengthened this

continue to serve as a

year by the addition of Gregory Harper, M .D., director

trustee, has completed two,

of the John and Dorothy Morgan Cancer Center. Also,

two-year terms as chairman.

the endowment of the Forrest Moyer Distinguished

"Over the years that I have

Chair in Pediatrics will provide significant funds for

served Lehigh Valley

medical research and education in the care of the region's

most proud of is the legacy of service we provide to those

4 . 5
Employees Key to LVHHN Success

chief executive officer, emphasized the organization's

pride and mission. She appreciates the role of the board

commitment to the health of the conununity as a whole

as a steward of the community. And with 20 years of
business experience with such companies as International

and highlighted successful partnerships with community
agencies, businesses, physicians and LVHHN employees.

Paper, CBS, NBC, RCA and New York Life, she brings

"As good as we are at treating illness and injury, we stop

to this position her knowledge as a planner, marketer,

short of our goal if we fail to search for the cause and take

financial strategist and leader."

the necessary steps to prevent its recurrence."

conununity health and health studies this year.

utive officer of Firstrust Bank, with three branches in the

8
Valley Preferred Adds
Self-Employed PPO

Lehigh Valley; and Marvin L. Woodall, vice president,

worth ofLVHHN contributions to the community

international, Johnson &Johnson. He also thanked the

through direct patient care, professional and patient eduPlease turn to page2 .,..
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WORKING WONDfRS

7
New Cervical Cancer Test at
Health Network Labs

Partners in PennCAJ?ESM

Sussman also reviewed examples of$23.9 million

four retiring board members for their combined 35 years

6
Promrement Focus Vendor Search

•

With disease prevention and health promotion as a

medical staff; Richard J. Green, president and chief exec-

•

•

Elliot]. Sussman, M.D., LVHHN's president and

major focus, LVHHN launched the department of

3
Compensation Redesign

Benchmarking

children, Greenberg said.

David M . Caccese, M.D., president-elect of the LVH

2

United Wtly Giving

East Building Update

in need," Greenberg said. "Kathryn shares that sense of

Greenberg welcomed incoming board members

•

Working Wondm

This move will consolidate all inpatient care at the Cedar

been on the board since

Hospital and Health Network, one of the things I am

1
Accomplishments of the Year

•

PCC Update

•

Charity Care BilL

•

Service Annivenm-ies

Resolve to Work Wonders
for LVHHN in 1997

P a r t n e r s ·I n ·P r o g r e s s
ARE YOU WORKING WONDERS AT LVHHN? DURJNG
THIS HOLIDAY SEASON, EMPLOYEES WHOSE WORKING
WONDERS IDEAS WERE APPROVED ARE LOOKING FORward to their well-earned rewards.
Ann Schneck, teleconununications analyst for HealthPage, landed the
biggest Working Wonders payoff so far-1,520 AwardsPerQs. She's got
her eye on a big-screen Tv, which takes 1,900 AwardsPerQs. That's OK,
says Schneck, because she and a team are working on another project for
the program.
Her approved plan is for LVHHN to buy less expensive desk telephones at a savings of more than $100 each, or a total cost reduction of
more than $38,000. Schneck called the phone vendor and did other
research to verify her suggestion, and encourages her coworkers to work
wonders in their departments. "It's so easy to look at your job and see
there's definitely things you can improve."
Grant F ollweiler's Working Wonders winner might make someone
green with envy, because he seized an opportunity to save costs in reproPlease tllrn to page2
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cation, conununity-based education and prevention,

cine at LVHHN including becoming the chief cliili-

and partnerships with local government, school dis-

cal campus of Penn State University's Hershey

tricts and others. For instance, the Perinatal

Medical School, improving care and efficiency

Partnership has cut in half the number oflow birth-

through the adoption of a patient centered care

weight babies, cut in half the number of pre-term

approach and restructuring emergency services.

deliveries and improved to 70 percent the number of

Cardiac, orthopedic and vascular surgeons at

LVHHN Gives
"the United Way•
True to their generous nature, 1,300 employees
helped LVHHN meet its $130,000 United Way goal
this year. Of note in this campaign was the rise in

young low-income mothers who sought early prena-

LVH reached even higher standards of quality by

tal care. Cities in Schools has helped 200 at-risk

national measurements, he said. The hospital's

leadership giving. Thirty-five employees gave

teens stay in school and prepare for life. Last year, 93

general surgical staff developed and perfected

$1.000 or more, adding up to $41.411. According

percent of those students improved their reading

laparoscopic surgical techniques while neurosurgery

to Sue Steward, campaign leader at LVHHN,

scores and 94 percent improved their math scores.

perfected stereotactic brain procedures. Radiation

that's 10 more contributors in this category than

therapy initiatives included stereotactic radiotherapy,

in 1995. She added that 172 employees pledged

LVHHN's own functional plan to take health care
programs, services and facilities into the next century

3-D treatment planning and high-dose-rate

also is being built with conununity input. "When

brachytherapy.

completed, that plan will increase access to health

LVH's division of geriatrics was rated

care, lower its cost and further improve its already

among the best in the nation by U.S. News

high quality," Sussman said. "It will enhance our

and \Vorld Report. Neurology continued

capabilities as both a community hospital and as a

to be a national leader with research at

regional resource for the critically ill and injured far

LVH in clinical trials of stroke, epilepsy,

beyond our own Lehigh Valley."

multiple sclerosis and Alzheimer's disease.

LVHHN's trauma center serves 1.6 million

$1 more per week than they gave last year.
Bernadette Woodring, IS
applications specialist. and her
family, will visit Mickey Mouse
and his friends in Disney World,
as Woodring won the grand

The department of psychiatry developed a

prize in this year's LVHHN drive.

people over a six-county area and treats the largest

new program initiating behavioral health

She had the option of taking a

volume of severely injured people in the state.

services at Cedarbrook Nursing Home,

trip to Cancun.

The Morgan Cancer Center draws patients from

Cedar Crest College and Life Path

throughout northeastern Pennsylvania, treating

Developmental Disabilities Organization in

Steward said that the Greater

more patients with cancer than Fox Chase. And

Bucks and Lehigh counties. And pediatrics

Lehigh Valley United Way

PennCARE5M , an integrated health care system of

received national acclaim for becoming the

expects to reach its 1996 goal

nine hospitals and 2,400 physicians, connects the far

first functioning site of25 nationwide to launch

of $9 million.

comers of the region covering 3,800 square miles.

Healthy Steps, a program of childhood intervention

Jolm Castaldo, M .D., outgoing president of the

and preventive care. •

LVH medical staff, reviewed achievements in medi-
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Working Wonders, which was launched in

Because ofdeadlines and space limits, not all

September, continues to gain speed. Over 100

approved ideas can be included in this article.

ideas have been filed, and each week several

For more information on submitting a Working

more are approved and many more arrive at
Working Wonders headquarters. But the
program needs commitment from all

Wonders idea, contact a coach in your area or
call headquarters at ext. 7551. •

LVHHN staffers to really succeed, says
George Ellis, program director, and he
encourages them to start in 1997. "Here's a
good chance to make a New Year's resolution
and start Working Wonders for yourself and
your organization. All it takes is some creativity and a keen awareness of what you do
COPY CAT WITH THE BLUES ... Grant Follweiler is saving
his Working Wonders winnings for a color TV.

everyday to find opportunities."
Like the IS team, F ollweiler and Sclmeck,

Gail Pitsko, residency coordinator, Center for
clueing Medical Staff Progress Notes and earned 35
AwardsperQs. The print shop operator suggested
printing only the cover page of the newsletter in
blue, which will save nearly $900 per year.
Follweiler said he'll save his winnings until he has
enough to redeem them for a color TY.
Three secretaries in information services think
that eliminating Day-Timers calendars in their
department makes sense, since calendar templates
are available on e-mail and \VP61. Their idea will
save $1,300 per year. For their timely tip, Deb
Caccese, Diann Brey and Rosanne Rishko will earn
26 AwardsPerQs apiece. Caccese said she hasn't
even thought about how she'll use her winnings. "A
thank-you would be enough," she said.

Educational Development and Support, will earn
AwardsPerQs for her approved suggestion- to
eliminate bottled water at LVHHN. This will bring
an estimated $6,000 first-year savings to the organization and 240 AwardsPerQs to Pitsko, not just a
drop in the bucket. With two other ideas in the
planning stages, she hopes to land a tidy sum, which
she says she'll convert to cash and donate to the
Perinatal Partnership.
A team b:J.labor and delivery had two ideas
approved that will eliminate routine lab tests and
save LVHHN more than $1,300. Michelle Sabol,
Joanne Jacob, Jean Dickinson and Larry Glazerman,
M.D., will each pocket 17 AwardsPerQs for their
cost-saving efforts.

CheckUp this month

Redesigned Compensation System
Will Benefit Staff and Managers

East Building OK
Hinges on Legislation

LIKE MANY ASPECTS OF HEALTH CARE,
EMPLOYEE COMPENSATION IS BElNG
LVHHN'S $52 MILLION CONSTRUC-

REVIEWED AND REVISED TO MAKE IT

TION PROJECT HAS BEEN SUBMITTED

simpler, flexible, market-driven and suitable now and

FOR STATE REVIEW, BUT A LEGISLA-

in the future. The major benefits of a modem pay

tive snafu has put the start date in limbo for now.

system for staff include closer links between pay and

According to John Stavros, senior vice presi-

performance, and organizational support for the

dent, marketing and planning, Pennsylvania's

development of new skills. Managers will find

The design team members, with their phone

certificate of need (CON) legislation expired

streamlined performance review and job description

extensions listed below, can provide more

(or sunsetted) Dec. 18 because the state legisla-

writing processes, and employees will begin to focus

information on the process and help managers

ture failed to extend it before adjourning

their efforts on teamwork, incentives and organiza-

during the creation, planning and introduction of

Nov. 26. The legislation required that hospital

tional goals.

the new compensation system:

construction greater than $2 million be

Lehigh Valley Hospital and Health Network's

approved by the Office of Need Review, a part of

• David Beckwith, Ph.D.- 8150

the state Department of Health.

compensation redesign effort, which began last sum-

• Jim Burke - 9790

mer, is slated for implementation in fiscal year 1998,

• Pat Gavin- 9415

which begins in July. The effort will replace a system

• MaryKay Gooch- 1205

of entitlement, seniority-based compensation with

• Carole Moretz - 82 84

It's expected that the issue will be on the
agenda for reconsideration when the legislature
reconvenes in January, Stavros said. But the
start ofLVHHN's building project, slated for

one that focuses on individual and team achievement,

• Bill Mosser- 8545

value-added work, and the development and honing

groundbreaking this August and completion by

• Ed O'Dea- 2900

January 2000, could be delayed depending on

of multiple skills that benefit the organization.

• Kate Quinn O'Hara - 8210

how soon the regulations are reconsidered, how

The compensation redesign team established the

• Chris Rock- 7450

quickly legislation is enacted and when the

following principles as the foundation of its new

• Meg Schaffer- 1436

project comes up for approval. (Typically, a

program:

• Molly Sebastian- 8723

review process has taken six to nine months).

• Flexibility to support LVHHN's changing needs

• Leilani Souders - 8841
• Keith Strawn - 8864

Stavros said it is just as likely that the project

based on its strategic directions and emerging market

will proceed on schedule, and that the legislation

will not take up the issue.

practices;

In the meantime, LVHHN is proceeding

• Variable compensation in line
with the local, regional and national
marketplace and tied to the achievement of measurable performance goals;
• Support of the organizat!on~ culture, values and organizational struc-

The following steps will be taken in the specified time frame(s)
as the process advances towards completion:
DATE
Jan. 6

ACTION
Develop new job description format

BY WHOM
Design team

Jan. 27

Develop new performance
appraisal process

Design team

Conduct job description training
session with all managers

Design team

ture, with a focus on high-quality care,
ongoing skill development, process

Feb. I

orientation, teamwork, customer

with all related approvals, principally from local
governmental bodies. The application to the
state has been filed and will await further
developments from the legislature, Stavros said.
"We've adopted a wait-and-see attitude,
observing legislative actions week to week."
The Hospital Association of Pennsylvania

(HAP), the state's advocacy group for the
hospital industry, supported continuation of

service, competitive pricing and

March 1 Write new job descriptions

Managers

reasonable profitability.
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BENCHMARKING: Exploring Options
and Learning New Ways to Work

the certificate of need program as an essential
regulatory control during a period of transition
and turbulence in the health care marketplace.
However, HAP recommended the following
changes:
• Increase the threshold for approvals from
$2 million to $5 million.
• Establish a maximum review time of

IDEAS ARE POURING lN

EXPECL4.TIONS

FROM ALL OVER THE COUN-

STATEMENT

TRY AS LVHHN DEPARTMENT
heads confer with colleagues nationwide in an effort to achieve "best
The network's benchmarking

120 days.

improvements will help LVHHN

• Eliminate an intermediate appeals process.

"Each department

make its OI target for 1998.

• Creative incentives to reduce excess

will operate within

"The interest and cooperation has

the top 25 percent of
its peer gr(JUp."

practices."

formance goals; collectively, those

process is well under way, according

inpatient capacity.
• Evaluate the need to continue the program

been tremendous," Burke said,

in three years. •

"and many department heads are
taking advantage of the resources
and support that are available."

to Jim Burke, vice president, operations, who is

As data is collected, staff meetings will be con-

coordinating the effort. Department heads have

ducted to involve employees in all departments in

or pair up the responsible department head with an

identified benchmark institutions using the

discussing and developing strategies for improving

LVHHN peer manager when further discussion and

MECON data base and are interviewing top-per-

performance, and devising a timetable for imple-

refinement might be helpful.

forming managers from among the participating

plan on to the OI steering committee for final action

The peer review process is an important and

mentation. After a series of approvals by an admin-

hospitals. Information they gain is being used to

istrator, vice president and senior vice president,

informative step in some cases, Burke said.

develop an action plan to achieve departmental per-

the benchmarking work group will either send the

"Sometimes, an informed and interested 'outsider'
can examine the plan more objectively and suggest

Timeline for
Benchmarking
Efforts

courses of action that weren't even considered in the

Information sharing with other hospitals

Ongoing

Training session on action planning,
communication

January

Action plans due

Feb. 15

Peer review

Feb. 15-March 15

Review by the OI steering committee will take place

Plans submitted to budget process

Feb. 28-March 15

from Jan. 30 to Feb. 15. For support or resources,

first place. This is all about exploring options and
learning new ways to work."
Action plans are to be submitted by Jan 15.

call Doug Helfrich or Lynn Robinson at ext. 062 7.
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When we break ground for the new building
next summer, we will begin building another
bridge to the future for our staff, doctors and
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community.

Improving Our Cost-Effectiveness
The broadest employee participation and
most critical success this year came and continues

Issues & Initiatives is a series of activities providing employees information

in the area of cost savings. As employers increas-

about current health care issues at Lehigh Valley Hospital and Health Network.

ingly demand lower prices and high-quality care,
our need to bolster our operations improvements

Employees Key to LVHHN's Success

becomes more vital to ensure organizational stability in the current and future environments. We
expect competition for managed care contracts

1996 was a year ofchallenges and triumphs at LVHHN, and your
commitment to our patients, community and network helped lay a
strongfounilation for continued progress in the coming years. Our

with employers to sharpen in 1997, further
requiring employee commitment to the or
process.
Our achievement of more than $18 million
cost savings in fiscal year 1996 (ending June 30)

successes are many and widespread, and they can be linked to the four
institutional priorities we established in 1994, which guide all ofour

efforts: the functional plan, operations improvement, PennCARESM

reinforced the important role employees play in
finding opportunities to improve our work
processes and reduce wasteful practices.
Because the government and businesses are
forcing health care providers to further tighten

and customer satisfaction.

their belts, this fiscal year's $22 million OI target
requires us to redouble our efforts to find appro-

Building Bridges to Our Future
Key construction projects completed this year

throughout the design process, ensuring that our
patients' needs are met far into the 21st century.

priate areas for expense trimming.
The good news is that we're well on our way

through the untiring efforts of our staff and for the
benefit of the community included: expanding the

transfonning our industry. Investing in our commu-

to hitting our mark, and you are effective and
dedicated parmers on this journey. The work

transitional skilled unit to accommodate the rise in

nity by improving our facilities at Cedar Crest and

force expense reduction process announced in

patients needing skilled nursing care; consolidat-

17th & Chew will enable us to remain a vigorous

May will help us save $13 million in hospital

ing, moving and modernizing our clinical lab to

provider of care and avoid the fate of businesses like

staffing costs, and the Working Wonders incen-

improve its services; and enlarging and renovating

Bethlehem Stee~ who failed to modernize and plan

tive program will add revenue, cut expenses fur-

the emergency department at Cedar Crest & I-78.

for the future.

ther and provide quality improvement ideas that

Also, LVHHN"'s recent announcement that our

This plan puts LVHHN ahead of trends that are

The five-story East Building will house inpatient

make LVHHN a more vibrant organization

building project at Cedar Crest & I-78 has

psychiatry, women's services, ICU beds and ambula-

poised to succeed far into the next century. Like a

received approval from our trustees further under-

tory testing areas. We also remain committed to pro-

well-trained marathon runner, we are prepared

scores our commitment to planning for our future

viding vital programs and services at 17th & Chew,

to face the increasing competition head-on and

as the region's premier health care provider.

and have involved community groups in the planning

are certain of our ability to win.

Extensive input was provided by clinical and

for this site.

We can't say enough about your commitment

administrative employees from the affected areas

to these initiatives. When you were asked to provide ideas for reducing work force expenses, you
responded with more than 1,000 suggestions,
many that have been acted on. You told us what
you would do if you had the responsibility to
trim our costs, and we found this advice both
practical and humane. We're sharing the uncertainty and occasional unease that comes with
redesigning our culture and our work, just as we
celebrate our successes together.
The Working Wonders results in the first few
months of the program are encouraging, demonstrating again that staff can use creativity and
good judgement to make LVHHN" a better place
to work, volunteer and receive care. We encourage you to "look outside the box" for opportunities to earn valuable merchandise, trips and cash
while helping secure our network's future.
I . i\mhulatory Diagnostics
Ambulatory Expansion
2. ICU/ER./Ri\0 Expansion
Critical Care Expansion
3. 013 Services
"" 4. l'ostpartum!N IC!J
5. IP Ps chia

0

Our benchmarking efforts offer us a formula
to become the best by learning from the best performers in the nation. What department heads
are learning now from their peers at benchmark

CheckUpthis month

The system's membership continues to grow,

vices merited special recognition for achieving

with the addition of Easton Hospital last summer,

excellent outcomes. We should all be proud of

and discussions are proceeding with several more

these significant results!

strategically located hospitals, who may join

Management's commitment to staff as our cus-

PennCARESM early next year.

tomers was further magnified this year. Ninety

A major benefit of the partnership occurred in

FY 1997 GOAL

$22 Million

percent of job vacancies continue to be filled

the summer when LVlll-IN physicians and staff

internally. Also, of the 64 employees displaced on

began offering outpatient obstetrics and gynecology

7C when it closed in September, 63 were offered

services at Muhlenberg Hospital Center. Plans are

and accepted positions at LVlll-IN. (One nurse

also under way to jointly sponsor a variety of pro-

resigned voluntarily to take a job at our

grams among PennCARESM members, enabling

PennCARESM partner Doylestown Hospital.) You

them to take better care of their communities. As

don't see this degree ofloyalty too often these

the system develops and expands, along with the

days in health care or other business environ-

challenges and possibilities of such an innovative

ments.

organization, we will look to you for your advocacy

Our connection with our community has also

and support of PennCARESM's mission.

never been stronger. Last fiscal year we provided
$24 million in free care to the poor, support for

$6.0

Million
through
October

1996

Keeping our Customers Satisfied

medical education, community wellness and

Pleasing our customers is often as important as the

school health services-more than any other

clinical outcomes of the medical care we provide.

health provider in our region. These programs

This year we have seen dramatic rises in our Press,

couldn't have succeeded without the support and

Ganey scores, reflecting increased patient satisfac-

participation of hundreds ofLVHHN staff

tion. Many of the patient care units seeing these

members and physicians. We should take every

improvements recently introduced patient centered

opportunity we get to tell our family, friends and

care, an undeniable sign of its success. We thank

neighbors that LVHHN's mission focuses on

the staffs on these units, as well as throughout the

improving the health status of our communities.

In October, LVlll-IN introduced a revitalized

organization, for demonstrating daily their dedica-

reward and recognition event to celebrate the

tion to their patients.

service and achievements of our colleagues. The

The clinical units and many other areas through-

hospitals will become the basis for action plans that will
help us achieve our OJ target for fiscal year 1998. Over
the next 18 months, many of you will help further
redesign and r efine our staffing and work processes,

which will be a significant leap in LVlll-IN's evolution.
Efforts to update LVlll-IN's compensation plan are
also under way, and the outcome will be an employeedesigned, market-driven, simpler, more flexible system

out the network also earned physician praise for

"Star Celebration" honored 600 long-term

their service to them, shown in the 1995 physician

employees, along with stellar staff who performed

survey published this year. Clearly, the high level of

in an exemplary way as judged by their co-work-

physician satisfaction results from serious attention

ers and customers. We may often work at a near

by LVlll-IN team members to providing high-qual-

hectic pace at LVHHN, but we must continue to

ity patient and physician-friendly care.
LVlll-IN also received state and national recog-

look for innovative opportunities to celebrate our
successes and thank each other for the dedication

nition this year for programmatic and clinical excel-

to our patients and each other that has become

lence. Our geriatrics program was ranked by U.S.

the hallmark of our organization.

News and World Report as one of the nation's best,

Thank you all for a great year, and best

and the Perinatal Partnership and our cardiac ser-

wishes for the holidays and the New Year! •

that is appropriate today and into the 21st century. It

will also help LVlll-IN continue growing into a process
organization that supports teamwork across departments and functions.
The network's ability to remain cost-competitive
rests on each of our shoulders each day we report to our
job. You have shown your willingness to be part of the
solution to this vital challenge.
Supporting PennCARPM's Programs and Progress
PennCARE5Ms growth and development as an integrated delivery system this year predicts a bright future
for LVlll-IN and its partners, employees, physician
members and the community. This exciting initiative
has required the involvement of many staff, who have
shown often and in many ways their commitment to the
future of quality care, both in and outside our region.
The 10-year contract signed in August with U.S.
Healthcare has opened LVlll-IN's doors to an increase
in inpatient referrals, which we have seen already as our
census continues to range in the high 80s, requiring our
staff to respond creatively to these challenging conditions. We expect as many as 1,000 more inpatients will
come to LVH next year from our partners in
PennCARE5M . The agreement with U.S. Healthcare
could become a national model and has been called
"distinct and unique in the country" by the American
Hospital Association's Center for Organizational
Leadership.
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PennCAR£SMMember Hospitals
1
Z
3
4
5

Hazleton-St. Joseph Medical Center
Hazleton General Hospital
Gnaden Huetten Memorial Hospital
Muhlenberg Hospital Center
Lehigh Valley Hospital

6
7
8
9

Grand View Hospital
Doylestown Hospital
North Penn Hospital
Easton Hospital

Procurement Focus 1998 Team Starts "PrefetTed Vendo...• Search
IMAGINE YOU ARE PLANNING TO
STOCK UP ON SUPPLIES FOR YOUR
HOME AND FAMILY FOR THE UPCOMING
holidays. You need to buy common things like food,
decorations, gifts, laundry soap, bathroom supplies

"Essentially, we put the ball in their
court. Ule asked them to help us
meet our cost savings goals."
-Stu Paxton

and other routine items.

may be able to do it all," he said, though he
expects that a handful of additional firms will be
chosen for specialty products.
"Since the organizations we met with provide
more than 80 percent of the med/surg products in
the health care industry, we're confident they can

for med/surg supplies distribution, met with the

meet LVH's requirements as well," said Bill

ty, you purchase these items individually from spe-

vendors to begin the process of trimming the hospi-

Mosser, director, supplier services. "Once the

cialty food shops, grocery stores, drug stores,

tal's supply costs by $500,000 by the end ofJune and

manufacturing partners have been selected, the

department stores, gifts shops and a host of other

narrow its supplier panel to about 75 "preferred

team will prioritize the categories of products to

retail outlets. Between the actual process of buying

vendors," a reduction of some 85 percent. Clearly,

begin the standardization and conversion process.

these goods, the varying prices you pay for them

some of the 15 vendors who attended the meeting

In each case, we will focus on clinical acceptability

and the travel to the stores, do you think you would

won't have LVH as a customer at this time next

and quality, as well as lowest total cost to LVH."

have enough or "any'' time to enjoy the holidays? Is

year.

Now imagine also that, out of choice or necessi-

Mosser said that if an evaluation and trial of a

The LVH team described to its guests the chal-

this "imaginary'' purchase process efficient, cost-

potential partner is necessary, the team will con-

lenges ahead, the goals and requirements of

duct the process using specific measurable out-

Procurement Focus 1998 and the benefits available

comes to ensure product acceptability. In areas

from more than 500 vendors, at a cost of nearly $25

to the selected manufacturers. "Essentially, we put

where products are fairly generic, a team repre-

million each year. But that is going to change big

the ball in their court," Paxton said, vice president

senting the clinical staff will verify product quality

time and in a big way through Procurement Focus

and Procurement Focus 1998 leader. "We asked

and acceptability.

1998. The initiative has an overall goal this fiscal

them to help us meet our cost savings goals."

effective and reasonable?
LVHHN buys common medical/surgical goods

According to Paxton, the suppliers were asked to

year of responsibly reducing LVH:S supply and ser-

The team includes Bernadette Kratzer, infection control; Kay F enstemaker, nursing adminis-

present a business plan for their partnership with

tration safety coordinator; Fran Worman, patient

the network to the team by Jan. 17. The team is

care services; Rosemary Cerimele, risk manage-

major vendors of medlsurg supplies. A team com-

targeting March 1 for selection of the cadre of

ment; Carol Balcavage, enterostomal therapy;

prising supplier services staff, Stu Paxton and key

companies that will furnish 75 percent ofLVH's

Ruth Davis, care management systems; and

persons from Owens & Minor, LVHHN's partner

common supplies. "Actually, eight to 10 companies

Roz Whitner, supplier services.

vice costs by $2 .5 million.
Early this month, LVH hosted a meeting with its

+ LVH MANUFACTURING PARTNER SELECTION TEAM
Stu Paxton, vice president

+ PROCUREMENT FOCUS 1998 STRATEGIES
• Develop partnerships with suppliers that share LVHHN's goals and
have the resources to support Procurement Focus 1998.

Bill Mosser, director, supplier services
Roz. Whitner, product line manager, supplier services
George Naugle, contract administrator, supplier services
Kelly McClennahan, project manager, Owens & Minor
Pete Castagna, division vice president, Owens & Minor
Phil Visco, account development manager, Owens & Minor

• Reduce supply and service costs through product standardization and
"preferred" arrangements with fewer preferred suppliers.
• Automate and streamline procurement functions by using electronic data
interchange systems.
• Reduce inventory levels while improving service by electronic linking
of key partners.
• Produce measurable financial and quality results, which will be reported
quarterly.

+

CURRENT MAJOR SUPPUERS OF MED/SURG GOODS

(The following manufacturing partner candidates are major suppliers
in the med/surg area, providing items for wound care and closure,
IV and irrigation solutions, bandages, catheters, urological products,
autotransfosion supplies, disposable kits and trays, needles and syringes,
gloves, disposable garments and textiles, and others.)

+ LVH'S PARTNERS
• Clinicians and key users
• Preferred suppliers who:
...have a national sales force and are a market-share leader.
...are willing to build and commit to a long-term relationship.
...provide high-quality products at competitive prices.

Abbott Laboratories

Kendall Healthcare Products

... have or are willing to build and commit to a partnership with our
preferred manufacturers and distributors.

Allegiance Healthcare Corp.
American Home Products

Kimberly-Clark Professional
Healthcare

...can implement a fully integrated electronic information system, including
ANSI standard based electronic commerce (PO, invoice, price).

C.R. Bard, Inc.

Mallinckrodt Medical

Becton-Dickinson

McGaw Inc.

...are willing to provide contract pricing and terms to LVHHN's health
care partners.

Boston Scientific

Medtronic Inc.

Bristol-Myers-Squibb

3M Health Care

Johnson & Johnson

B. Braun Medical, Inc.

...are able and willing to provide continuous replenishment programs.
... are committed to continuous improvement and innovation, including
savings or risk sharing, streamlined logistic and product standardization.

In return for their partnership LVHHN will:
... commit to purchase more supplies and services from them .

+ LVH'S CURRENT MAJOR PREFERRED SUPPUERS
COMPANY

PRODUCT OR SERVICE

...reduce or eliminate the purchase of equivalent products and services
from industry competitors.
...commit to innovation and continuous improvement initiatives.

Owens & Minor I Medical/surgical supply distribution
Cardinal HealthCare I Medication acquisition & distrilmtion
Curtin-Matheson Scientific I Lab corTSUmables acquisition& distribution
The Wood Company I Food services & clinical nutrition
Morrison-Crothall Support Setvices I Environmental & nlated services
Consolidated Graphics I Forms management

CheckU pthis month

Health Network Lab Leads in New Cervical Cancer Test
HEALTH NETWORK LABORATORIES,
THE CLINICAL LABORATORY OF LEHIGH
VALLEY HOSPITAL (LVH), Wll...L BE ONE OF

one out of four cervical abnormalities may be

a thin, even layer of the cervical cells to a microscope

missed using the conventional Pap smear.

slide. The result of this process is a uniform prepara-

"This new tool should help us reduce women's

tion of well-preserved cells ready for microscopic

the first labs in the country to take advantage of a

anxiety and increase their confidence with the

new technology to screen for cervical cancer. The

results of their Pap test," Lucente said. "It also has

new test will decrease the number of inconclusive

the potential for significant cost savings to the

measures women could take to improve the accuracy

results currently associated with the Pap smear,

health care system by decreasing the need for addi-

of Pap results included the ThinPrep Pap test. "Our

increase the early detection of cervical cancer, and

tional tests that are currently necessary and by

mission is to provide the best of the latest informa-

has the potential for significant cost savings to the

detecting cervical disease at an earlier stage."

tion on preventive measures for good health," said

health care system.

With the conventional Pap smear, the physician

examination and diagnosis.
Prevention magazine's r eport in October about

Toby Hanlon, researcher editor for Prevention. "We

LVH's gynecologi.cal and primary care physicians

manually smears cervical cells onto a microscope

are thrilled that an organization in our own commu-

will start making the new test available to women by

slide. Recent studies have demonstrated that this

nity is being responsive to the needs of women and is

the end of the year.

manual method results in as many as 80 percent of

leading the way in this new capability."

The U.S. Food and Drug Administration cleared
the ThinPrep 2000 System for cervical cancer

"The ThinPrep Pap test is an excellent

Cervical cancer is one of the most common
cancers among women in the world, with approxi-

screening in May. Developed by Cytyc Corporation

example ofthe shifting focus in health

mately 450,000 cases reported annually on a world-

of Massachusetts, the system prepares the ThinPrep

care to early detection and disease

wide basis. American Cancer Society estimates for

Pap test, which is intended to replace the 50-yearold Pap smear. With more than 100 million Pap
smears performed annually worldwide, it is the most
widely used cancer screening test.
"The ThinPrep Pap test is an excellent example
of the shifting focus in health care to early detection

prevention, as opposed to disease
treatment. It will set a new standard
for preventive women j- health care. "
- Vincent Lucente, M.D.

and disease prevention, as opposed to disease treat-

women in the United States in 1996 include 15,700
new cases of invasive cancer and 65,000 cases of carcinoma in situ, a serious but less threatening precancerous condition, with an estimated 4,900 deaths
overall. If detected in the pre-cancerous stage, virtually all cervical cancer is curable. The treatment of
cervical cancer after it reaches the invasive stage may

ment. It will set a new standard for preventive

the collected cells being discarded with the collec-

require chemotherapy, radiation treatment or

women's health care," said Vmcent Lucente, M.D.,

tion device. Additionally, up to 40 percent of all

surgery, including hysterectomy. "This break-

chief of gynecology for the department of obstetrics

Pap smears are compromised by obscuring blood,

through in technology gives us yet another opportu-

and gynecology at LVH. "This new technology will

mucus and inflammation. "This limitation of the

nity to stress the importance of regular cervical can-

offer a significant improvement in our ability to

Pap smear accounts for the majority of inconclu-

cer screenings," Lucente said.

screen for cancer of the cervix. We are committed to

sive results and limits our chances of making a

leading the way to make this advancement available

good diagnosis," said John Shane, M.D., chairman

offices and will have it available throughout the net-

to the medical community and to as many women as

of pathology for LVH. "The ThinPrep Pap test

work by the end of the first quarter of 1997. "Health

possible in the region."
By improving the way cervical cell samples are

addresses this problem and gives us a much greater

Network Laboratories will collaborate with any

chance of identifying cellular abnormalities."

provider or patient to make this new test available,"

prepared, the ThinPrep Pap test has been shown to

With the ThinPrep Pap test the physician col-

LVH recently rolled out the test in its physician

said David Beckwith, Ph.D., vice president of

reduce the number of cervical samples that were

lects the cervical cell sample in the traditional man-

N etwork Laboratory Services and clinical director of

compromised due to blood, mucus and inflamma-

ner, but rather than smearing a small portion of the

Health Network Laboratories. "We also are working

tion. The result will be a reduction in the number of

cervical cells onto a slide, the collection device is

with Cytyc to educate insurance carriers and man-

repeat paps, a decrease in the number of colpo-

rinsed in a vial of preservative solution. The patient

aged care organizations on the superiority of this test

scopies, and an increase in the early detection of

specimen is then sent to a laboratory where a spe-

and the need to make it available to as many women

precancerous conditions when they are more easily

cial processor disperses and filters the specimen to

as possible." •

treated. Medical experts estimate that as many as

reduce blood, mucus and inflammation and applies

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

.!!Etrtners in
!?JnnCARE
.. Partners in PennCARE'.... is a regular feature in
CheckUp This Month providing news about programs
and other activities in the Penn CARE'" network.

North Penn Hospital, Lansdale, opened
the Diabetes Treatment Center on Oct. 1,
expanding the hospital's treatment options for
persons with diabetes. The center is the only
one of its kind in Pennsylvania and is recognized by the American Diabetes Association.

Hazleton General Hospital and
llazleton-SL .Joseph Hospital recently
finalized the creation of the Greater Hazleton

Quitters always win! Smokers who kicked the habit during the Great American SmokeOut in November were applauded
at that month's department head meeting. They are (left to right): Nancy Heimbach, radiology; Lisa Fusselman. O.R.;
Nancy Schmoyer, facilities and construction; Charlotte Wallace, 3C; and Cathy Hottenstein, diagnostic radiology.
Sam Varney, PACU, also quit but missed the meeting.
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Health Alliance, a non-profit organization that

will jointly manage the two hospitals. •

Valley Preferred Adds Self-Employed PPO
VALLEY PREFERRED HAS SIGNED AN

CHARITY CARE BILL ON HOLD ...

AGREEMENT WITH AMERICARE, A

A bill that would have established clear, fair and measurable

VALLEY FORGE-BASED PREFERRED

criteria for determining which charitable organizations quali-

provider organization (PPO), to offer a self-

fy for tax exemption failed to come to a vote in the state legislature before its late-November adjournment. •

That is a

"This agreement has tremendous benefits for
physicians in the LVPHO," Kile said.
The plan is underwritten by the MEGA Life
and Health Insurance Company, an Oklahoma

employed health insurance plan. The agreement

based carrier rated "A" by AM. Best. MEGA Life,

marks the first time Arnericare has contracted with

which offers an indemnity plan in Pennsylvania,

another PPO in Pennsylvania.

has contracted with Arnericare to offer the PPO in

disappointment for LVHHN, said Elliot J. Sussman, M.D., pres-

The agreement adds an important health insur-

Pennsylvania.

ident and CEO. Passage of this measure- Senate Bill355-

ance option for self-employed people in the Valley

would have clarified LVHHN's position as an institution of

Preferred service area, while giving the Valley

employees and will be marketed as the Protector

purely public charity not required to pay property taxes. •

Preferred Network an immediate boost with the

PPO offered by Arnericare/MEGA Life/PFL.

"Clearly, all involved would have benefited-communities,

nearly 4,200 members currently covered by

Everyone currently in the MEGA Life indemnity

state and local governments, and non-profit organizations,"

Arnericare.

plan will be covered under the PPO starting]an. 1.

Arnericare, which continues to grow by about 100

Endorsed by the National Association of Self

members a month, chose Valley Preferred because of

Employed (NASE), the plan includes options for

the broad region it serves through PennCARESt.\ as

medical, vision, prescription drug, life and dental

well as its access to specialty hospitals in Philadel-

insurance. •

he said. "State and local governments would have been
given clear standards to use in granting any tax exemptions,
avoiding conflicting interpretations. Hospitals and other nonprofits would have known definitely what is required to main-

phia, according to Gregory Kile, LVPHO executive

tain their tax-exempt status."

director.

•

According to the Hospital

Association of Pennsylvania, that state's advocacy group
for the industry, Karl Boyes, A-Erie, and Fred Trella, 0AIIegheny, both House Finance Committee members,

The plan is available to people with up to five

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
PCC Update: LVHHN
Showcases Redesign Efforts

have agreed to co-sponsor the legislation when the House
returns in January. It's likely the bill will be debated early next
year, HAP said. •

When the measure is due for a vote this

winter, LVHHN employees can expect another round of

LVHHN recently hosted one-day visits from
staff of health care institutions interested in seeing
how patient centered care is implemented at the
LVHsites.
Employees from Moses Taylor Hospital,

appeals to contact their representatives in both the House
and the Senate. •

"We know that phone calls and letters

to our legislators make a difference in how they vote," said
Mary Alice Czerwonka, vice president, public affairs. "Their
staffs tell us each message from constituents is tallied and
considered when a bill comes to the floor. Four thousandplus calls and letters from LVHHN voters will surely influence
a law maker's decision." •

Scranton; Chambersburg Hospital; Beth Israel
Hospital, New York City; Geisinger Hospital,
Danville; Doylestown Hospital; and St.] oseph's
Hospital, Patterson, N.J., visited LVH to learn firsthand from LVHHN staff.
They attended formal presentations on the
LVHHN model, design specifics, educational
preparation, human resource issues and methods of

who helped host the visits, the participants said

measuring outcomes. The visitors also toured the

they were most impressed with the interaction they

redesigned units and spoke informally with staff

had with the staff during the tours of the clinical

about their efforts and outcomes.

areas. They also found the presentations and panel

According to Kim Hitchings, project director,

discussion beneficial.

and George Ellis, director, respiratory therapy, both

Additional sessions are scheduled for spring. •

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Correction to November's CheckUp This Month
-

The following service anniversary was missed: Melissa Noll, the Center for Health Promotion and Disease

Prevention, celebrated her 1Oth service anniversary last month.

•

SERVICE

Congratulations to the following employees on their December 1996 service anniversaries! Thank you for
your continuing service to Lehigh Valley Hospital and Health Network.

Twenty-Five Years of Service
Dale T. Jarvis

Nancy Oswald
Progressive Coronary Care Unit

lnfonnatirm Services Droelopment

Patricia Tachayapong
Transitional Open Heart Unit

Twenty Years of Service

Debra A. Golden
Labor & Delivery
Mary Ann Dolon
Radiology-Diagnostic
Patricia Huber
Radiology-Diagnostic

Maria A. Bauer
EmergenC)' Service
Vanessa Taggert
Purchasing

Fifteen Years of Service

Hard work and training paid off for
Stephen Klasko, M.D., chair, ob-gyn.
More importantly, Klasko's participation
in a marathon in Dublin, Ireland on Oct. 28
yielded nearly $4,000 for the Leukemia
Society of America in memory of Kutztown
native Mark Piscitelli. When they crossed
the finish line, Klasko and 54 fellow
runners had raised $200,000 for this
important cause.

0

Debra Graner
Pediatrics
Eileen M. Morgan
Obstetrics

ANNIVERSARIES

Kerry Knauss
Physical Medidne
Brigitte Stork
TL C Fui/Care

Stephanie Gross
Sterile Processing
Daryl Geiger
Plant Engineering
William F. Dunstan
Home Care
Denise Yodis Golant
Marketing & Public Affairs

Five Years of Service

Michael C. Sheptock
General Services

Karyn Kovalick
Pharmacy
William C. Trexler Sr.
Escort-Mailroom-Printshop
Rose M. Haberacker
Department ofOBIGYN
Joanne S. Mortimer
Historical Archives

Tracy Turner
Friends of Nursing
WendyRupp
Cancer Program

If you have news or a story idea for CheckUp This Month, send your suggestion by the 20th of the month for publication in the following
month to Rob Stevens, editor, public affairs, 1243 SCC·PA, using interoffice mail or e·mail. CheckUp This Month is an employee publication of
Lehigh Valley Hospital and Health Network's public affairs department For additional information, call ext. 3000. Lehigh Valley Hospital and
Health Network is an equal opportu nity employer. M/F/DN
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